
Generative Art
independent study



what is generative art?

- art that is created wholly or in part using 
autonomous system that is non-human and can 
directly change or influence an artwork 
without the decision of the artist
 
- in digital art, it usually refers to art 
generated using computer algorithms



what are L-systems? 

L-systems aka. Lindermeyer systems is a parallel string rewriting system 
similar to formal grammar used famously to model plant growth. They are 
basically made up of symbols each representing a letter in alphabet. These 
symbols can be used to make flexible strings of data
 
These strings of data are controlled by "production rules" which expand and 
replace a smaller "seed" or axiom to generate larger and larger strings of 
data.
 
L-systems are useful because they are extremely flexible, the outer "shell" or 
production rules can be kept with the axioms being replaced or reduced and 
can be used to generate all kinds of organisms and behaviour. They are most 
commonly used in architecture, mathematical modelling and evolutionary 
biology.
 
 



Types of L-systems
deterministic
--> one symbol == one rule
stochastic
-->one symbol == multiple rules (probability)
context-sensitive
-->one symbol == affected by before/after rules
parametric
-->one symbol == associated with a secondary rule-data 
list
timed-dependence
--> one symbol == rule only accurate at that moment in 
time



L-system example (koch equatn)

variables : A B
constants : none
start  : A {starting character string}
rules  : (A → ABA), (B → BBB)
 
1st- A
2nd- ABA
3rd- ABA+BBB+ABA
4th- ABA+BBB+ABA+.......+ABA
etc
 



Processing example

- written by Rachel Law, using a variant of Penti-tree. It uses a basic L-system 
(provided by processing) with a pentitree extension
- direction/theta rotation is determined by +/-
 
L-system(base) 
axiom = "F";   <----- seed
rule = "F+F-F"; <--- replace every F with F+80radians+F-80radians+F
startLength = 90.0; <--- length of each unit
theta = radians(80);
Pentitree() <---- extends on base class L-system
axiom = "F-F-F-F-F"; <---- existing class is replaced by new seed 
rule = "F-F++F+F-F-F"; <---- resultant class from L-system replace by new rule
startLength = 80.0; <---- each subsequent generation
theta = radians(78); 
 



Processing example prt 2
<------------SHELL FORMULA/ALPHABET REWRITE------------>

if(steps>production.length)){ <---- ensures that string length is the same as 
steps = production.length();    the "age" or number of steps to produce

for (int i=0; i<steps; i++) {
  char step = production.charAt(i) <---- for(loop): production
if (step =='+') {   <----- controls rule algorithim
    rotate(theta);

}
  else if (step =='-') {
    rotate(-theta);
  }
  else if (step =='[') {
    pushMatrix();
  }
  else if (step == ']') {
    popMatrix();
 



result:



using grasshopper

- grasshopper is a parametric system for 
Rhinoceros that allows for dynamic changes in 
modelling. It uses lists and data trees to 
create modules or clusters which can be 
utilised to create definitions.
 
- is recursive, but not looping
 
 



grasshopper definition



baked model



using rhino.script

- besides grasshopper, Rhinoceros also 
supports python-based language known as 
rhinoscript (.rvb)



script example



thank you
have a nice summer 


